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Mobile Technologies

Solve

Expedite

Automate

Fulfill

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile devices have created an entirely new way for people to interact with businessesGood news: more accessible connect with your consumersBad news: your customer service needs to be more robust than ever beforeTo give them higher quality connections, your mobile technologies must do one or more of the following:Solve a problemExpedite their shoppingAutomate mundane tasksBut most importantly, they should FULFILL A NEED THEY DIDN’T KNOW THEY HADTexting is one the most flexible, innovative and inexpensive mobile technologies you can use today to fulfill those four criteria. 
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Mobile Apps

• 158 minutes a day on 
smartphones & tablets

• 80 percent spent using an 
app

• Only 20 percent spent in a 
browser

• What can your business 
provide in an app?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AppsDefined by Wikipedia as, “a software application designed to run on smartphones, tablet computers and other mobile devices”Apple App Store, Google Play (Android), Windows Phone Store and Blackberry App WorldPeople spend an average of 158 minutes each day on their smartphones and tablets, according to app analytics firm Flurry, which tracks app usage on 300,000 apps on over a billion active mobile devices. All business owners should definitely think about having a mobile app BUT ASK  YOURSELF, “What kind of data or information or service do I possess that could be bundled and provided in an app?”
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History of Texting

Texting arrived in the U.S. via Sprint Spectrum, 
which was a partnership between Sprint, Cox, 

Comcast, TCI and American PCS LP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gary to explain his relationship with bringing text to the US
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History of Texting

1992 1995 2011

The first SMS 
text message 

sent via 
computer

3 years later as phone 
providers began to support text 
messaging, customers sent an 
average 0.4 texts per month

By 2011, more than 8 
Trillion SMS messages 
were being sent worldwide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First text sent 1994/19951995 – texting slowly received support with the customers sending an average of 0.4 text per monthFirst mobile phone created by Nokia in 19931999 - First year that text messages could be sent between different operators (ie – ATT to Verizon)2008 – First text-to-donate campaign launched for United Way2011 – Over 8 trillion texts sent worldwide
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The Importance of Text

• 2.27 Trillion texts
a  year

• Better open rate
• Higher 

engagement
• Non-smart phones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TextingIt is estimated that 2.27 trillion texts are sent each year, which is about 20 messages per person each day. However, when it comes to brands, many companies still use email marketing to reach their consumers mainly because of its unfamiliarity. Here are a few reasons how SMS is more effective:The open rate of a text promotion is much higher than the open rate of email, the latter of which can sit in an inbox for days until it is read. Flash sales and same-day promotions are better received via text.Companies have the opportunity to reach highly engaged audiences. Consumers typically limit themselves to brands they care about, therefore when opting into an SMS promotion, these brands can market to a targeted audience.SMS is more likely to engage consumers to the point where they will visit a store or location instead of only going online. Once inside a store, the customer is more likely to buy other items. SMS gets clients in a store and opens their eyes to other purchases they might not normally being interested in.45% of Americans still have a basic (non-smart) cell phone
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Compliance

• Ownership of 
numbers

• RespOrg
• Spam

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ownership of NumbersRespOrgSpam
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Short Code vs. Long Code

Short Code:
Text the keyword “contest”

to 55885

• only used for text messaging
• requires a keyword
• number is about 5-6 digits

Long Code:
Call or text your NAME and 

EMAIL to
(555) 555-5555

• for texting or voice calls
• no keyword needed
• 10 digit number

vs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Short Code: a 5-7-digit number that may or not spell out a word and is used by a specific brand purely for text messagingLong Code: a telephone number that is enabled to send and receive text messages to and from landline and cell phone numbersVery similar, yet very different short codes support MMS and long codes require you embed a web addressLong code support voice and fax with text, short codes do notShort codes can only support external customers, long codes support internal employees and external customers 
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Text-Enabling Landlines and 
Toll-Free Numbers

• Immediate, convenient resolution to questions 
or complaints with direct access to the 
enterprise.

• Reduce labor cost and improve customer 
satisfaction through automation

• Make effective self-service a reality
• Easy integration into most databases 
• Adds value to a traditional channel with 

messaging using the advertised business 
number

• Preferred communication channel for 50% of 
the consumer population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problems with existing text platforms:traditional telephone lines are not “smart” – they do one thing and one thing only, carry voices conversationtext data on cell phones is unusable by the businesstext data from cell phones is not stored centrallypersonal cell phone numbers divert customers from the business contact numberbusiness can’t communicate with customers as efficiently as customers would likeemployees leave, phones get broken or replaced – important information is lost for everThe benefits of text-enabling your landline or toll-free numbers:Consolidate message approach for your business Retain conversation data in a central cloud-based location, and exports easily to a company database.Puts the data and contact information into the hands of the business, not the individual Allows clients to converse with businesses efficiently, in the same way they do with friends and family
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Use Case: Westinghouse

Pre-pay
Activation

Slow Activation 
Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Westinghouse Digital had deficiencies within the process of tuner activation for their televisions. For every television that was manufactured, Westinghouse Digital was required to pre-pay an activation fee for the television tuner; regardless of whether the unit was ever purchased. As a result, Westinghouse Digital was exposed for millions of dollars that may or may not have been returned to the business. The activation process also required customers to log onto a web-based app for activation, or speak to an in-house customer service representative, resulting in a system overload of phone calls, backlog, long hold time and extremely frustrated customers. They needed an outsourced solution to better manage each aspect of the tuner activation process, a system that could optimize productivity and improve customer relations.
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Use Case: Westinghouse

Television powered on with 
instructions for registration by text:

• Solved a problem: no activation 
fees = better prices

• Expedited the experience: faster 
activations = happier customers

• Automated the process: 
reduced overhead costs = easy-
to-use system

• Fulfilled a problem: improved 
customer service = greater 
brand loyalty

Solve

Expedite

Automate

Fulfill

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The consumer purchased the unit, and took it home. Plugged it in, and the screen would power on with instructions to activate the tuner by text, web app, or interactive voice response (IVR). In most cases, no intervention by a customer service agent was necessary at all. Customers used the TextGen service to activate the tuners, eliminating costly activation fees and call center labor costs, improve set up times, increase profitability for the sold televisions and improve customer relations.Additionally, AnswerNet supplied agents for general support and trouble shooting, and when a service escalation was required – a requirement for a small fraction of the activations.  The process change eliminated the immense call volume and backlog that Westinghouse Digital had been experiencing. 
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Please have your mobile 
phone ready! This demo will 
allow you to download a copy 
of today’s presentation!

• select “text” mode
• enter: 484-374-1009
• text: Hello
• wait for the response 
• follow the prompts

Demo
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Q&A
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Thank  You

Gary Pudles
CEO & President of AnswerNet
Email: Gary@AnswerNet.com

Phone: 267-942-6000
Twitter: @GaryPudles
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